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Abstract—Modern communication networks can be flexibly
shaped and controlled using Software Defined Networking
(SDN) paradigm. However, besides unprecedented functional
benefits, this solution exploits an architectural single point of
failure. Securing the communication among SDN functional
element is therefore a critical requirement for improving the
network reliability. A novel approach to secure communications
is provided by Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) that is a
physical layer technology capable to securely deliver symmetric
encryption keys leveraging on quantum physic properties. Our
research demonstrates how to provide unconditionally secure
communication at SDN level dramatically improving the
reliability of the communication network itself.
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I. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING RELIABILITY
SDN [1] is a new paradigm for network control based on
decoupling data and control plane. However, the internal
communication among the functional elements of the control
plane represents a single point of failure from an architectural
perspective.

A. Software Defined Networking
Current network architectures are evolving towards new
principles based on softwarization and virtualization, such as
Software Defined Networking (SDN), where the fundamental
concept is the decoupling between the Control Plane and the
Data Plane. The Control Plane is the set of elements (hardware
or software) that creates a local dataset for configuring the
device, while the Data Plane is in charge of handling the
incoming traffic and forwarding it towards the correct
destination. In a SDN environment, the Data Plane is bounded

by the network devices, while all the control and management
features are moved into the logic layer of the Control Plane.
This simple decision permits a high degree of freedom that
reduces the integration and management costs of
communication networks. The Control Plane permits a large
degree of freedom in the network, devices and services, and
this is where the flexibility of the SDN approach shines.
However, this flexibility comes at the cost of a centralized
control, which implies the creation - at least conceptually - of
a single point of failure with potentially catastrophic
consequences for the whole network. Increasing its robustness
is a must for a critical infrastructure.
B. SDN reliability
The main functional elements of a SDN network are the
logically centralized SDN controller, that implements the
network logic, and the SDN agents, that control the network
plane elements at each node. The correct communication and
coordination among them are key aspects for the operation of
the data plane.

Any attack or unauthorized manipulation of the internal
SDN communication can dramatically damage or also break
the functioning of the entire network. Therefore, to improve
the reliability of SDN it is mandatory to secure the
communication of SDN protocol messages. The approach we
have investigated consists in adopting encrypted
communication in the Control Plane. Due to the high rate of
messages and the need of strong security, the best choice is to
use symmetric encryption keys. Indeed, public key
cryptography incurs in a large computing (time) overhead;
therefore, symmetric cryptography is more attractive to secure
a high speed and high throughput data channel. Having a
channel integrated with the network, where high quality

symmetric keys are continuously distributed, can be used for
both control and data encryption. This opens the opportunity
for a QKD network integrated with a classical one to be used
for both: high speed data encryption and secure control
communications. The SDN paradigm, thanks to its flexibility,
opens the possibility to do such an integration and, at the same
time, it can benefit from the QKD service. In this sense, SDN
and QKD are paradigms that complement each other. On the
other hand, the use of QKD as a basic security technology at
the physical level ensures that the network is resistant against
any computational attack, even that from a quantum computer.
C. SDN communication to be secured
An SDN network can use encryption for both the Data
and the Control plane. For the Data plane, this is generally a
service for the users of the network, while for the Control
plane keys are consumed on behalf of the network itself, to
increase its robustness and resiliency against attackers.
In SDN networks there are several points in the Control
Plane where QKD security-enhanced communication can be
used:
·

·

·

Between SDN central controller and SDN agent (in
node) and network devices, usually via
OpenFlow/NETCONF, to establish the flow
configuration, device parameters, status requests and
gathering statistics.
Between the different components in a QKDenabled disaggregated SDN node, especially in the
inter-node communications (e.g. between the local
key management components, see Fig. 3 and [2]).

Between a network orchestrator and an SDN
controller, typically via SSH and to establish end-toend communications between points under different
controllers, stats requests, etc.

Modifications to the SSH protocol appears as the most
important ones. In this case, the SSH protocol is modified to
check for the availability of QKD-derived keys for the specific
connection and to use them together with the initial DiffieHellman key establishment procedure. Note that this is an
election. QKD alone keys could be used, but it is preferable
to use a final key obtained as a combination of the traditional
D-H and the QKD. Indeed, the combination of both ensures
the legal requirement of certification while the QKD
certification process is still in development. The
demonstration presented in this paper is a first step towards
securing all these communications with the help of QKD.
II. SECURING SDN WITH QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION
QKD technology is recently becoming available for
distributing symmetric encryption keys. QKD guarantees that
the information leakage on a symmetric key created between
two QKD devices can be bounded as tightly as needed. This
bound is independent of the computational power of the
adversary. Therefore, the adoption of QKD can improve the
reliability of SDN networks by making the communication in
the SDN control plane unconditionally secure.

A. Quantum Key Distribution
QKD provides unconditional security of communication
services based on quantum physics property that makes it
impossible to eavesdrop data transmitted over a quantum
channel (optical fiber or free-space satellite link). The keys
created in this process do not require any kind of
computational complexity assumption, as is the case of
Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) or elliptic curves used today.
This makes the keys also resistant to any computational
attack, either classical or quantum. The symmetric keys
provided by a QKD system are thus quantum-safe. Symmetric
encryption keys can then be used to provide unconditionally
secure communications guaranteed by the laws of physic.
B. Quantum Secure Networking Prototype
The QKD prototype presented in this paper is called QSN
(Quantum Secure Networking) and represents the result of an
innovation project supported by EIT Digital and led by Italtel
[5,6]. QSN is designed to be integrated in current metropolitan
optical communication networks and supports the SDN being
able to adapt to any network topology. The specific
application of QSN prototype is to secure the internal
communication among the functional entities of an SDN
network.

QSN solution is composed by two stations: transmitter
unit (Alice) and receiver unit (Bob). Whenever Alice needs to
establish a secure communication with Bob, they shall
generate a shared secure symmetric encryption key through
the QKD communication over a quantum channel, realized as
transmission of polarization-encoded photons over a standard
optical fiber. Now Alice and Bob share the same key, which
is unconditionally secure, meaning that they are sure that
nobody was able to intercept it, thanks to the quantum physics
principles exploited in QKD [7,8]. Finally, Alice can send a
message to Bob and vice versa using mathematically secure
encrypted communication over any communication channel,
such as the usual Internet.
III. DEMONSTRATION

A. QSN prototype
For realizing the QSN prototype, it has been exploited the
BB84 protocol [7] with polarization-encoded qubits over four
linear states of polarization (with orientation angles 0°, 45°,
90°, 135°). A cost-effective configuration has been
implemented, using just one single-photon avalanche detector
(SPAD), instead of the standard one with two SPADs, placed
after a polarization transformer (giving a polarization azimuth
variation among the four possible values 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°)
and a fixed-angle polarizer, according to the principle of
operation described in [9]. In view of the co-propagation of
the QKD channel with other classical traffic wavelengthdivision multiplexing (WDM) channel in C band (from 1530
to 1565 nm) in the same fiber, we have chosen for the QKD
a wavelength of 1310 nm (i.e. the center of O band) for the
quantum channel, in order minimize the crosstalk of the
classical WDM channels with the QKD channel. The schemes
of transmitter and receiver are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

We have tested the performance of the QKD prototype in
terms of quantum bit error rate (QBER) of the sifted key for

several values of link attenuation, up to a maximum of 11 dB,
that are the typical conditions of optical links in urban area
not longer than 20 km. We have always measured a QBER
less than 6%, therefore lower than the theoretical threshold
(about 11%) for guaranteeing unconditional security of the
BB84 protocol [8].

version that does not enforce OTP encryption and use other
techniques (e.g. AES or key expansion) to cope with these
situations. The keys are thus automatically refreshed when
needed from the QKD systems (e.g. at least one per message,
whenever key production is sufficient). Note that a general
requirement is that each disaggregated component has access
to a QKD device.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the QKD transmitter.
Fig. 3. QKD-enabled SDN node in a network and type of nformation flow

Fig. 2. Scheme of the QKD receiver.

B. Content of the demonstration
The novel idea to use QKD to secure SDN for improving
the network reliability will be demonstrated securing the
communications among the disaggregated components of a
QKD-enabled SDN network, including both the intra-node
and inter-node communications. A SDN QKD-enabled node
in a SDN network is shown in Fig. 3. The demonstration
secures the communication using keys extracted from the
QKD devices.
Since at this stage we are mostly concerned with control
information, which is usually short but has repetitions, the
logical choice is to use a One Time Pad (OTP) scheme, where
the keys are never reused and encrypts information of the
same length than the key itself, in contrast to use an Advanced
Encryption Scheme (AES) or a session key to secure a channel
for a given length of time. While this might seem overkill, in
principle, the expected number of keys needed are not that
many, since control messages are usually short and the
bandwidth used is small. In this situation, the production of
keys by the QKD devices should be enough to cope with these
demands. However, this is still a matter of debate, since it
might vary much depending on the situation (e.g. in large
nodes) and the performance of the QKD systems, which
might also vary a lot depending on, e.g. the length of the links.
For these reasons, the scalability of the scheme might be
compromised. In this demonstration we implement a first
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